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SECOND NOTICE: CALL FOR PAPERS
(17 July 2014)

In this second notice, we are pleased to publicise the final panel-workshop list which 

will  constitute  the  V  Meeting  of  Young  Scholars  of  the  Contemporary  History 

Association, in which we invite you to attend by submitting your paper proposals. Despite 

the difficulties faced in the selection process due to the great success in receiving panel 

proposals, we think that the wide and diverse range of sessions we are presenting here is 

the most accurate reflection of the dominant interests of the young scholars within our 

historiographical  community,  in  which  we  are  adding  the  interests  of  some  foreign 

colleagues who have decided to join us in this very special occasion. In this sense, and 

being aware of the absence of certain approaches and paradigms, is no less true that some 

of them can be represented within some of the panel-workshops which form the final 

programme of the V Meeting.

Thus, we encourage you to explore the different working proposals prepared by 

the  coordinators  and  chairs  of  the  panels,  which,  as  you  can  see,  provide  enough 

information to  be aware  of  the  way the  general  topic/area  of  research  is  going to  be 

discussed and dealt with in each one of the panels. Therefore, we suggest you to read them 

carefully in order to confirm which one of them is closer to your interests and better for 

the fruitful discussion of your paper. The meetings of young scholars have been, and must 

remain in the future, an occasion to widen the horizons and keep improving our research, 

being  based  on  the  debate  and  contact  with  other  colleagues.  That  is  why  your 



involvement by discussing your papers is essential for making sense of this V Meeting 

of  Young  Scholars.  In  this  sense,  we  are  kindly  asking  you  to  make  an  effort  in 

searching a common ground between your proposal and the guidelines and rationalia 

established  by the  coordinators  and chairs,  in order  to avoid the  conversion of the 

panel-workshop  in  a  miscellaneous  space.  However,  this  does  not  intend  to  be  an 

impediment  in  setting  up  your  paper  proposal  from  different  points  of  view  and 

making the most of the real and potential contents of every panel-workshop, something 

which  can  only  benefit  everyone  of  the  participants,  obviously  including  the 

coordinators and chairs.         

In the following  link, you can find the form with which you can submit your 

paper proposal. This is a form which has successfully worked, in our understanding, in 

the submission of panel-proposals and, while it represents a bigger challenge and effort,  

it allows the researcher to display his or her interests and ideas, but also enables the task 

of the coordinators, in evaluating better and in a fairer way the proposals submitted. As 

you can see, the form consists of a 250-word summary in which you should include the 

framework of your proposal –this is: your case of study, and its general contents- and 

the main arguments and thesis which will appear in your paper. In addition, we have 

included a section for keywords and another one for explaining the main motivations 

which drive your proposal,  as  a  rationalia.   The  deadline  for  receiving  the  paper 

proposals  is  no  later  than  1  November  2014.  The proposals  must be sent  to the 

coordinators/chairs  of  the  selected  panel-workshop  and  also  to  the  Organising 

Committee  (joveneshistoria2015@gmail.com).  The  coordinators  of  each  panel-

workshop are in their right to refuse a proposal when it does not meet the minimum 

requirements  or  in  case  the  number  of  proposals  received  force  them  to  make  a 

selection process for the good running of the session; in the same way, they can suggest 

a  transfer  of  those  proposals  which,  under  their  criteria,  are  better  adapted  to  the 

contents  of  another  panel-workshop.  We ask  the  coordinators  to  communicate  the 

Orginising Committee the final list of proposals accepted in their panel-workshop no 

later  than  1  December  2014.  Then,  the  3rd  Notice  will  be  published  the  15 

December2015, in which we will specify the editorial guidelines for the submission of 

the final texts, and many other details in relation to the Meeting. The deadline for the 

submission of the final text of the paper is 15 April 2015.

To  conclude,  the  coordinators/chairs  of  each  panel-workshop  will  be  able  to 
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publicise individually their proposals, using the means they consider more convenient. 

In the meantime, the Organising Committee guarantees a collective publicity of this 

second notice in the main international distribution and mailing lists with the aim of 

ensuring the widest possible reception of proposals. Finally, the coordinators/chairs are 

in their right to consider the option of giving some continuity and output to the work 

done  in  their  panel-workshop through  the  edition  of  collective  publications  or  the 

creation of dossiers for journals of research,  in any case,  always after July 2015 and 

without prejudice to the publication of the papers in the proceedings of the V Meeting 

of Young Scholars, for those who wish to do so. After all, the Organising Committee  

wishes  the  utmost  and enduring  impact  of  the  work  done  in  the  organisation  and 

running of the panel-workshops in all the areas concerned, which is the main reason 

behind the celebration of an academic activity of this scale and significance.         

The  list  of  the  different  panel-workshops  of  the  Meeiting  is  provided  below, 

where you can find attached the link to our website in order to access the full content of 

each one of them: 

1.- TRANSNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE HISTORY: PAST, PRESENT & 
FUTURE
Coordinators: Ángel Alcalde and Romain Bonnet
Contact: angel.alcalde@eui.eu

2.- CINEMATOGRAPHIC IMAGE AS SOURCE AND AGENT OF HISTORY
Coordinators: Igor Barrenetxea and Andoni Elezcano Roqueñi
Contact: ibm@euskalnet.net

3.- THE SOCIAL ORDER OF LABOUR IN 20TH CENTURY DICTATORIAL 
REGIMES
Coordinators: Henry Marx, Johannes Breit y Julia Hörath
Contact: henry.marx@hu-berlin.de

4.- MEMORY, IDENTITY AND CONFLICT IN TEACHING HISTORY
Coordinators:  Juan  Carlos  Colomer,  David  Parra  Monserrat  and  Josep  Ramón 
Segarra Estarelles
Contact: juan.colomer@uv.es

5.- HISTORY IS MADE ON THE STREETS: SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
AND  MOBILIZATION  IN  THE  URBAN  WORLD  OF  THE  TWENTIETH 
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CENTURY
Coordinators: Santiago de Miguel Salanova, Alejandro Pérez-Olivares García, Rosalía 
Regueiro Méndez and Fátima Martínez Pazos
Contact: sdmiguel@ghis.ucm.es

6.- MEANING AND USES OF HISTORY
Coordinators: Vicente Jesús Días Burillo, Alicia Muñoz Ramírez and Marco Antonio 
Hernández Nieto
Contact:  vicente.diaz@uam.es

7.-  VIOLENCE  AGAINST  WOMEN.  MECHANISMS  OF  POWER  AND 
SOCIAL CONTROL
Coordinators: Soraya Gahete Muñoz and Fernando Jiménez Herrera
Contact: sgahete@ucm.es

8.-  BUSINESSMEN  AND  POLITICAL  POWER:  THE  INTEREST  GROUP 
SYSTEM IN THE MODERN STATE
Coordinator: Guillermo García Crespo
Contact: guillermo.garcia.crespo@uab.cat

9.- THE INVENTION OF LEISURE: FROM DATUM TO METHOD
Coordinators:  Ana  González  Fernández,  Héctor  González  Pérez,  Lucía  Montejo 
Arnaiz and Rubén Cabal Tejada
Contact: info.ajies@gmail.com

10.- OCEANS AND SEAS IN THE CONTEMPORARY AGE:  THE PACIFIC 
AND ITS RELATION WITH GLOCALIZATION
Coordinators: David Manzano Cosano and Álvaro Jimena Millán
Contact: oceaniahispana@gmail.com

11.-  CONTEMPORARY  HISTORICAL  REPUBLICANISM  AND  ITS 
POTENTIAL  PRESENT.  HISTORIES,  PHILOSOPHIES  AND  POLITICS  OF 
DEMOCRACY
Coordinators: Eduardo Higueras Castañeda and Óscar Anchorena Morales
Contact: eduardo.higueras@uclm.es

12.-  MILITARY MOBILIZATIONS AND WARS CULTURE OF THE FIRST 
HALF XXth CENTURY
Coordinator: Francisco J. Leira Castiñeira
Contact: mesa.movilizacionyguerra@gmail.com

13.- CITIZENSHIP – 19TH CENTURY  PERSPECTIVES
Coordinator: Louise Zbiranski
Contact: Louise.Zbiranski@normativeorders.net
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14.- NATIONALIZATION PROCESSES AND IDENTITARY CROSSROADS. 
NEW APPROACHES IN THE STUDIES OF NATIONS AND NATIONALISMS
Coordinators:  Xavier  Andreu  Miralles,  Josep  Ramón  Segarra  Estarelles,  Vega 
Rodríguez-Flores Parra and Pablo Giori.
Contact: xavier.andreu@uv.es

15.-  THE  PAST  AT  THE  CROSSROADS.  EXPERIENCE,  CRITIQUE  AND 
HISTORICAL IMAGINATION
Coordinators: Sara Santamaría Colmenero and Vladimir López Alcañiz
Contact: conceptosehistorias@outlook.com

16.- NATION AND CLASS IN THE CONTEMPORARY AGE. ANTINOMIC 
OR PAIRED IDENTITIES?
Coordinators: Steven Forti and Diego Díaz
Contact: stevenforti@hotmail.it

17.- SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND COLLECTIVE ACTION ON THE ASHES 
OF MAY: CONTINUITIES , FISSURES AND NEOLIBERAL HEGEMONY
Coordinators:  Vincent  Belliver  Loizoga,  Miquel  Úbeda  Pavia  and  Patricia  Cano 
Fernández
Contact: ubedapaviam@gmail.com

18.- MASS CULTURE AND COLECTIVE IDENTITIES
Coordinator: Marta García Carrión
Contact: marta.garcia-carrion@uv.es

19.-   THE HISTORY BEHIND THE WAVES  . TRANSITIONS TO DEMOCRACY   
SINCE WORLD WAR II
Coordinators: Carlos Domper Lasús and Nicolás Sesma Landrín
Contact: nicolas.sesma.landrin@eui.eu

20.-  EXTREMISMS  AND VIOLENT  PRACTICES  IN INTERWAR  EUROPE 
(1914-1950)
Coordinators: Claudio Hernández Burgos, Danny Evans and Matthew Kerry
Contact: chb@ugr.es

21.- ANTIMODERN MODERNS. VINDICATED PASTS AND ANTILIBERAL 
POLITICAL CULTURE IN THE ATLANTIC WORLD (1815-1936)
Coordinators: Carlos Hernández Quero and Andrés María Vicent Fanconi
Contact: am.vicentfanconi@gmail.com

22.- CONVERGENCE & DIVERGENCE. US RELATIONS WITH WESTERN 
EUROPE,  LATIN AMERICA AND THE MEDITERRANEAN BASIN FROM 
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WORLD WAR II TO PRESENT
Coordinators: Cristina Luz García Gutiérrez and Misael Arturo López Zapico
Contact: cristinaluzgarcia@gmail.com

23.- ‘‘BEND IT LIKE EUROPE’’ (1945-  1989). SPORTS, POLITICS AND THE   
COLD WAR
Coordinators: Philippe Vonnard and Grégory Quin
Contact: gregory.quin@unil.ch

24.- PORTRAITS OF AN IMPERIAL DREAM: COLONIALISMS BUILDING 
THROUGH THE MASS MEDIA
Coordinators: Alfonso Bermúdez Mombiela and Enrique Bengochea Tirado
Contact: bermudea@tcd.ie

Sincerely,

The Organising Committee

Website: http://historiabcn2015.net

Contact: joveneshistoria2015@gmail.com

facebook: Jóvenes Historia 2015

twitter: @jovenhis2015
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